LANDSCAPE ASTROPHOTOGRAPHY

The Search for Stars
in Light Polluted Skies
Text and Photographs by Laurent Laveder

hen you “just” try to
capture some deep-sky
objects (mainly nebulae
and galaxies), the skies have
to be the darkest possible to increase
the contrast between the black sky
and the faint objects. But when you
practice landscape astrophotography,
try to link the sky with the landscape
as it naturally appears when you’re
outside looking at the sky. Standing at
the surface of the Earth, your eyes can
embrace the sky and the landscape
at the same time. In that case, a very
dark sky won’t be the best option.
If you enjoy capturing landscape
astrophotography, you have to find a
good compromise between the darkness of the sky and the luminosity
of the landscape. I’m lucky, not only
because I’m smart, funny, and handsome, but also because I live in West
Brittany. This region is the northwest-
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ern “nose” of France. Surrounded by
the sea (except to the East), I don’t
have to tolerate the light pollution
from the rest of France. And one thing
I didn’t mention; Brittany is a picturesque area.
If I want to take a photo of the
Milky Way in Sagittarius I just have
to find a beach along the southern
coast to avoid light pollution. The only
sources of light come from behind me
and from Spain, some 500-km in front
of me. No need to tell you that Spain
isn’t an issue! If I want to capture the
inconspicuous Zodiacal Light I can
find a cliff along the West coast without any light in front of me until North
America, about 4.000-km away.
You think it looks like Paradise?
That’s not necessarily true; because
of course France is a modern country
with illuminated towns. But fortunately, a bigger town has only 300,000

inhabitants in its suburbs. And like
any country in the World, the South
coastline is more populated, but not
like the French Riviera with one 60-km
long city. Here in Brittany, there are
many little towns from 2,000 to 20,000
people with kilometers of uninhabited
area between each of them.
So Brittany isn’t Paradise, but it
really looks like Heaven! But a rainy
one! It’s the rainiest region of France
with about 140 days a year of rain but
that doesn’t mean that it will rain all
day long. The best way to be reactive is
to be ready to take some photos when
the sky is clear. Landscape astrophotography is perfectly adapted for this,
because all you need is a camera, a
lens and a tripod. Plus, exposure times
are short enough to freeze the stars
(about 15s with a 24mm lens, 8s for a
50mm, etc.).
CONTINUES ON PAGE 11

THE DARK SKIES
OF WALES

Brecon Beacons
National Park

W

ithin hours after being designated the 5th IDA Dark Sky
Reserve in the world, and the
first in Wales, staff at the National
Park and Park Society began to receive
requests for interviews. The BBC, The
Daily Telegraph, The Guardian, The Times
of London, and more raced to hear the
latest about this location’s newfound
status recognizing brilliant starry skies.
Even students from Brecon High School
joined in and interviewed representatives of the Brecon Beacons Park
Society and Usk Astronomical Society
about the status as part of their work
with the BBC News School Report project (you can download it online http://
ow.ly/lKFnM).
It’s been only a few months since
Brecon Beacons reached its goal, but
since then, work to educate visitors
about the need for darkness has not
slowed. Events showcasing solar activity, meteor showers, and general stargazing give Brecon Beacons life that
continues throughout the day and into
the night. Also, hundreds of school
children have taken part in a dedicated program to learn more about
the problems of light pollution for the
night sky and local wildlife.
Although the sheep outnumber
the residents of the new IDA Dark Sky
Reserve thirty to one, visitors for evening events flock to Brecon Beacons,
averaging 80 visitors per event.
Tourism businesses have also been
signing up in the hundreds to participate in training courses, and there are
now twenty-two newly qualified dark
sky ambassadors who are qualified to
tell their residents just how special the
night sky is in the Brecon Beacons.
The national park boasts ten top
stargazing locations on its website
including Usk Reservoir, Crai Reservoir,
Llanthony Priory, Hay Bluff, National
Park Visit Center, Pen Rhiw Ddu, and
more – many of which are now gaining
the UK designated Dark Sky Discovery
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Site status. These locations provide
unique opportunities for visitors to
venture out on their own and experience the solitude and beauty offered
by the IDA Dark Sky Reserve.
Ruth Coulthard, funding development manager for the National Park
Authority, and one of the applicant
writers says, “the response to us
gaining the status has been incredible – everyone from local businesses,

residents, and visitors have been overwhelming. We are now working hard
to build upon this support to encourage more dark sky friendly lighting in
the park to reduce light pollution and
encourage more people to witness
our amazing night sky. We are very
grateful for the support of IDA and
appreciative of them awarding us this
fantastic accolade.”
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FROM THE DESERT TO THE DARK

Death Valley National Park

D

eath Valley National Park may seem dry and desolate
from the perspective of a hiker at mid-summer, but
quite the opposite view is available to a stargazer at
midnight. As of February 2013, Death Valley took the prize
for being the largest, at 3.4 million acres, IDA Dark Sky Park
designated yet.
This location is also currently considered the lowest, driest, and, adding another superlative to the list, it
can now be called one of the darkest locations in the USA.
Amateur astronomers and astrophotographers from around
the world visit the area specifically for its dark skies and
serene atmosphere.
Compared to Las Vegas, a mere 60-miles from the park’s
eastern borders, Death Valley National Park maintains a
practical utopia for the appreciation of a truly star-filled
night sky. Measurements of the night sky even reached the
point at which some of the dimmest and most astonishing
astronomical phenomena are visible in the right conditions
including the Milky Way, the Zodiacal Light (a glow often
seen at sunset or sunrise caused by sunlight scattering on
dust in space), and occasionally the Gegenschein (similar to
the Zodiacal Light, but much rarer to see and directly
opposite the sun).
Ranger Cheryl Chipman, who also helped submit Death
Valley’s application says, “Having the International Dark
Sky Park designation brings additional attention to Death

Astrophotography
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After years of experience, I can
give you three pieces of advice:
• Try to put something in the
frame that makes a link
between the landscape and
the sky (a tree, a lighthouse,
a mountain, someone, etc.).
Otherwise, your photo will look
like a composite!
• To heighten your landscape,
find a powerful source of light

Valley’s world class night skies. It will make Death Valley
National Park a destination for those who value the celestial universe, and will inspire awe in all those who experience the darkness, quiet, and miracle of the Mojave Desert.
Our hope is that it will foster appreciation of this wonderful resource that is becoming increasingly rare in a developed world.”
Begin making plans to see these amazing sights. With
its dark sky designation, Death Valley expects to see a
substantial increase in attendance rates. The best times
for viewing the night sky in the new IDA Dark Sky Park are
October through April. And, if you really want to see the absolute best of what Death Valley has to offer, plan to stay in
the northern part of the park. Exceptionally dark locations
include the Mesquite campground, Ubehebe Crater, Saline
Valley, and Hunter Mountain.
Death Valley rangers recommend that you bring good
tires if you plan to drive off of paved roads, lots of water,
telescopes, and maps (cell phone service is limited and GPS
units are not always reliable). If planning to off-road, always
check weather and road conditions beforehand. Ranger
programs are offered daily and more details about them
can be found at www.nps.gov/deva/planyourvisit/tours.htm
To learn more about this and other parks, reserves,
and communities designated as IDA Dark Sky Places, visit
www.darksky.org/idsp.

that extends into the sky (it
will ensure that the link I spoke
about in advice #1 is visible). It
might be shocking for people
involved in light pollution
fighting, but a powerful source
of light in a dark place doesn’t
hide the stars too much.
• If you need some light to
illuminate the landscape wait
for the moon. A quarter or
crescent moon is able to light
more or less of the foreground,

casting some long shadows that
enhance the photo; it also gives
the sky a blue shade I really like.
We’re all waiting for the return
of dark skies with moderated light
pollution. But as we will probably wait
a long time, let’s find a way to take creative pictures of the heavens with the
sky we have. Then, share your photos
with people. They will be amazed by
the beauty of the sky and become
new ambassadors for the protection
of the night.
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Translating “Losing the Dark”

I

DA’s short new planetarium show,
Losing the Dark, was released in late
February on YouTube and as a free
download from the IDA and Loch Ness
Productions websites.
Just as the English version was
being finalized, plans were underway
to produce translations of the script
and new narrations to make the show
available to even more dark sky advocates speaking other languages. After
all, light pollution is a global problem,
so the show’s message needs to have
a global reach.
As of this publication, fully translated versions have been produced
in French, German, Hindi, Japanese,
Korean, Mandarin, Polish, and
Russian, Spanish, and Turkish. Work
is underway to finish up versions in
Cantonese, Dutch, Greek, Hebrew,
Italian, and Portuguese.
This work has been possible only
through the efforts of the numerous
people who have given to the proj-

ect in many ways. Volunteers have
provided their time and expertise to
the project, while others have made
direct financial contributions to help
pay the production costs needed to
assemble the versions for each language. Each new language narration
is added in with the show’s original
music and visuals. The final result is
made available in different file formats
to accommodate the wide diversity
of equipment and techniques used in
planetarium theaters, and to allow the
show to be viewed on a variety of flat
screen devices.
To help fund the effort, IDA created its first Indiegogo crowdfunding
campaign. The campaign officially
raised $4,667 for the effort. However,
donations continued to come in after
the campaign’s end, bringing the total
higher and helping us to reach our goal.
Looking at the YouTube stats
reveals the show’s appeal. Combined,
the different versions have had nearly

25,000 views on YouTube at the time
this was written. If you haven’t seen
it take a look. You’ll find the show and
the download links at www.darksky.
org/losingthedark

Light Fair 2013

L

A significantly noticeable trend
towards warmer CCT LED
sources and improved glare
control optics was also prevalent
at this year’s expo.
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ight Fair 2013 was held in April at the Pennsylvania
Convention Center in Philadelphia. This year’s expo
featured several manufacturers with Amber LED
turtle-friendly products. Lighting Sciences Group (see
photo at left) featured a turtle-friendly lighting display
comprised of a variety of amber LED fixtures. Zenaro
Lighting included several variations of narrowband
amber LED replacement bulbs. IDA was pleased to see
an emphasis on ecologically responsible lighting technologies at this year’s show.
A significantly noticeable trend towards warmer
Correlated Color Temperature (CCT) LED sources and
improved glare control optics was also prevalent. The
majority of LED fixtures featured at Light Fair recently
attained IDA’s Fixture Seal of Approval, which has established itself as a core requirement for outdoor lighting
products and continues to grow.
Edward Smalley, director of the Municipal Solid
State Street Lighting Consortium, Seattle City Light,
gave a seminar entitled LED Street Lighting: Changing The
Landscape of the Night Sky. This presentation outlined the
implementation of LED Street Lighting and a case study
of the City of Los Angeles conversion to 140,000 LED
street lights.

IDA at NEAF

L

ast April, IDA again attended the Northast Astronomy
Forum (NEAF) in Suffern, NY. IDA’s Managing Director
Scott Kardel gave a talk on light pollution where he
showed off the new Dark Sky Meter iPhone app. The app,
and our new Losing the Dark video, were both big hits at the
IDA booth.
As always, NEAF is a great place to meet new and
continuing IDA members. Many IDA supporters stopped in
to join or renew their memberships, to say “hi”, and to discuss issues related to outdoor lighting. IDA’s Bob Parks and
Scott Kardel staffed the booth, along with volunteers Milt
Rooney, Graeme Birchall, David Ingram, Jonathan Nicholas
and John Sillasen. The volunteers did a wonderful job of
providing expert help and information to our many visitors.
We were especially happy to see some of IDA’s corporate partners at NEAF. Astropics, Celestron, Sky & Telescope,
Southern Stars, Stellarvue, and Tele Vue were all in attendance. Celestron generously donated a 6-inch Sky Prodigy

International Dark Sky Association Managing Director Scott Kardel
and Chris, the Celestron telescope winner, with the prize.

telescope as an IDA raffle prize. The telescope was won by
Chris, a budding young stargazer, who will likely enjoy it
for years to come.

New Apps for Measuring
Night Sky Brightness

S

The Dark Sky Meter app is available for iOS
users in both a free ‘Lite’ version and $3.99
‘Pro’ version.
The iPhone app is available at http://www.
darkskymeter.com/ while the free Android
app can be downloaded from https://play.
google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.
cosalux.welovestars

mart phone users interested in
light pollution are in luck as two
new apps, one for iPhone and
one for Android, recently debuted allowing users to easily measure night
sky brightness and report the results
to a global database.
IDA worked with the developer
of the new iPhone app, the Dark Sky
Meter. It uses the phone’s camera to
accurately measure the brightness of
the night sky and deliver the results to
a central database creating a worldwide map of light pollution (see the
map at www.darkskymeter.com/map).
The “pro” version of the app sells
currently for $3.99 and compares
favorably to a handheld device that
retails for $130. Results can be viewed
on a map that allows users to compare their results with other observers
around the globe. The “Lite” version
of the app is free for download, allowing anyone to contribute data. It
provides a more simplified version of
the results, showing how many times
brighter a sky is as compared to a
natural night sky.

The ease of making the measurements with the app makes it a great
tool for public outreach programs,
such as IDA’s new Save Our Stars
program. Crowdsourcing the measurements at events like star parties and
night sky outreach events improves
the accuracy of the measurements,
increases the public’s awareness of
light pollution, and contributes to our
understanding of the problem.
App developer Norbert Schmidt
and engineer Harro Treur developed
the Dark Sky Meter. During the development process, they took 5,000
measurements by hand and filled in
120 Excel spreadsheets with measurements before releasing the app. Each
new measurement collected improves
the app’s algorithms making the data
more accurate.
The other app, Loss of the Night,
for Android was developed by IDA
Board Member Christopher Kyba and
researchers from the German “Verlust
der Nacht” project. Because of wide
variability of cameras across the
Android platform, their app helps users to observe visible stars and identify
stars washed out by light pollution to
estimate sky brightness. Data from the
Android app will be plugged into the
GLOBE at Night citizen science project
that measures light pollution.
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CIE 100th Anniversary Meeting in Paris

I

DA attended the CIE 100th
Anniversary Meeting held in Paris
from April 12 – 19, 2013. The CIE
is the International Commission on
Illumination. IDA has been active
in CIE for many years and it continues this involvement with the
Technical Committee 5-27: Artificial
Lighting and its Impact on the Natural
Environment. IDA Executive Director
Bob Parks chaired the third meeting of
the committee and welcomed several
new members to the group. The committee has set a schedule to deliver a

France Turns Down
Lights for the World

I

n April, IDA met with French officials to discuss their
work to pass the first national law requiring businesses
to extinguish exterior lighting between 1 A.M. and 7
A.M. Representatives from the French Ministry of Ecology,
Sustainable Development and Energy, and the French
light pollution advocacy group l’Association nationale
de Protection du Ciel et de l’Environnement Nocturnes
(ANPCEN) were in attendance.
Diane Szynkier, Technical Advisor to the Minister
Delphine Batho, and Anne-Marie Ducroux, President of
ANPCEN, accepted awards of recognition from IDA’s Bob
Parks at the ministry’s offices in Paris.
The new law took effect in July 1, 2013 and is expected
to annually save 250,000 tons of CO2 and the equivalent
energy use of 750,000 homes. In presenting the awards, Mr. Parks praised France
for its new protections that build on
other light pollution laws that have been
introduced since 2009. He said, “France
has demonstrated global leadership by
enacting legislation that will dramatically reduce energy consumption and
CO2 emissions, save money, and protect
the night. This is a common sense energy
policy that all countries should adopt.”
IDA Board Member Martin MorganTaylor wrote about the new law for
PublicLaw.net, saying that it “is a product
of the ‘Grenelle Environment Round Table’
(Le Grenelle Environnement) meeting in
France, which was instigated by President
Nicolas Sarkozy, in order to legislate for
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preliminary report by the end of this
year. The first phase of the work is
collecting and reviewing all published
research on the subject. The report will
detail what is currently known and
make recommendations on areas that
need additional research.
When complete, the TC 5-27 report
will become the basis for international
outdoor lighting guidelines across the
globe. The hope is that it will also encourage investment in critical research
and will foster a new awareness of ecologically responsible lighting design.

the environmental problems associated with ecological and
astronomical light pollution. This followed a call from the
astronomical community in France to legislate against the
degradation of the night sky due to the increase in lighting
associated with urban sprawl.” He concludes that the law is
a “significant step forward” and that it will reduce light pollution, save energy, and cut carbon emissions. You can read
his full analysis online here http://ow.ly/mq5VJ
For more information on the new law, visit the French Ministry
of Sustainability website at http://www.gouvernement.fr/
gouvernement/une-nouvelle-reglementation-pour-les-eclairagesnocturnes
Visit the ANPCEN website: www.anpcen.fr
(L to R) Project Manager Lory Waks, light pollution, electromagnetic and
acoustic waves building; Head of Mission Pascal Valentin, noise and physical
agent; Technical Advisor Diane Szynkier, technological risks, nuclear safety,
waste, environmental health and green industries; President l’Association
nationale de Protection du Ciel et de l’Environnement Nocturnes Anne-Marie
Ducroux; IDA Executive Director Bob Parks.

IDA Chapter News
NEW CHAPTERS
IDA has two new chapters in the state of Utah. Brent
Bennett, from Apple Valley is heading up the IDA Utah
chapter (www.swscience.org/IDA-Utah.html), while Janet Muir
runs the new IDA chapter for Ogden Valley, Utah. Check out
their impressive website at http://www.starrynightsutah.org.

IDA HARMONY FLORIDA
The annual Dark Sky Festival
in Harmony Florida has been so
successful that it will be expanding to two nights in 2014. This
year, the festival had telescopes
set up from four different astronomy clubs, two stages of
speakers/entertainers, displays
from NASA, planetarium shows,
and much more. The event will
be held from February 28 to March 1, 2014, with attendance estimates over 10,000. If you are interested in being a
speaker or exhibitor for the festival, please contact Bill Fife,
Harmony festival director, at bfife@harmonyfl.com.

In Palm Beach, two young sea turtle lovers show their appreciation and hope
for the future of hatchling sea turtles. PHOTO BY CHRISTINA MENDENHALL

IDA PALM BEACH COUNTY FLORIDA
IDA’s Palm Beach County Chapter organized a festival as well. Working with Palm Beach County’s Dept. of
Environmental Resources Management, they hosted the
event in early March at the Okeeheelee Nature Center in
West Palm Beach, Florida. The festival was a free, family
friendly event and with over 1,000 people participating,
festival attendance far exceeded expectations. It was
funded entirely by a grant from the Sea Turtle Grants
Program, which is funded from proceeds gathered by the
sales of the Florida Sea Turtle License Plate. Learn more at
www.helpingseaturtles.org
The chapter has been very busy across the area with
appearances, night hikes, presentations, screenings of The
City Dark, and more. Learn about all of their activism at
http://idapalmbeach.org

IDA NEW YORK
Last Spring, New York City Dark Sky advocate Graeme
Birchall alerted the New York Chapter to an impending
project being promoted by the NYC Economic Development
Corporation (EDC). The project ($1 million cost) was intended to bring “attention” to Lower Manhattan by projecting
images at night onto buildings.
The projections were to be initiated on Memorial Day
and continue for three years. A graphic design firm was
selected and a presentation made to the local community
board in which the description made it clear that they had
not considered all the implications to the environment,
including issues of light trespass, as well as driver and pedestrian safety due to distraction.

IDA Chapter Leader Susan Harder, working with the
like-minded NYC Audubon, spoke with the EDC project
managers to point out some of the issues that would result
from these installations.
Lower Manhattan is increasingly residential, as historic
office buildings are being converted to high-end condominiums. At the public hearing and in comments to The New
York Times article, residents spoke out against the project as
well, stating: “If I wanted to live next to light installations,
I would live in Times Square. I can actually see a couple of
stars in the sky at night in Lower Manhattan and I would
like to keep it that way. I would rather see the stars in the
sky than stars on the street.”
Good news: the project has been dropped. NYC
Audubon and the International Dark Sky Association
successfully worked together to point out the numerous
environmental and safety issues associated with these
“billboard” type projections onto buildings. Citing funding
issues, the EDC pulled the project. It would have cost
millions of dollars and would have been a safety hazard
for pedestrians and drivers whose attention would have
been distracted.
For more information go to:
http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/12/13/in-lower-manhattan-alight-show-looms/
http://www.nycedc.com/sites/default/files/files/rfp/qa-documents/
Lower%20Manhattan%20Light%20RFP%20QA%2002%202012.pdf
CONTINUES ON PAGE 16
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